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“In a world where everyone is rushing around mega multi-tasking, to sit  
at an ordinary desk feels so static,” says Spanish artist / designer Jaime 
Hayon. “I felt compelled to design a desk with a feeling of motion, 
inspired by the kinetic sculptures of Alexander Calder. Balancing various 
shapes and materials at various heights supported by a metal frame.  
In theory it’s like a mobile but in reality it’s a desk.”

 
Each Palette desk partners two shapes together: an elongated bean shape  
with a simple round shape. Adding to the cohesive effect of the design  
is the choice of elegant materials, such as the option of walnut or black 
ash together with black marble and brass. A compelling mix of the warmth 
of wood, the natural pattern and regal appeal of marble and the satin 
polished brass. Materials that both contrast and compliment each other 
in a table that instantly signals exclusivity.

Category Desk

Production process The base is made from welded and powder coated steel 
tubes. The table tops are made from laser cut satin 
polished brass, polished marble and lacquered veneer.

Environment Indoor

Material Brass, Nero Marquina marble, lacquered ash veneer, 
 lacquered walnut veneer

Dimensions (cm/in) H: 73-83cm/28.7-32.7in, W: 146cm/57.5in,  
D: 62cm/24.4in

Weight (kg) 22 kg

Colours Nero Marquina marble, black lacquered ash
 Brass, grey green lacquered ash
 Brass, lacquered walnut

Gliders	 The	Palette	tables	are	fitted	with	plastic	gliders.

Cleaning instructions Please download our material Care & Cleaning 
 Instructions through www.andtradition.com

Package dimensions (cm/in) H: 88cm/34.6in, D: 145cm/57in, L: 67cm/26.4in 
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PRODUCT COLOUR

Black lacquered ash & 
Nero Marquina marble

Grey green lacquered ash
& brass 

Lacquered walnut 
& brass


